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“I’ve heard there’s going to 
be a recession. 

I’ve decided not to 
participate.”





qCash flow is the lifeblood of the business

qTo keep your business healthy, cash needs to continue 

flowing through

qHaving cash flow out of your business will never be a 

problem



qAs long as your business exists, you will have expenses

qBut the harder times get, the harder it can be to keep the 

cash flowing in

qRecession-proof your business by implementing 

strategies to keep the cash flow moving



qSee what can be done to reduce inventory costs ,

qW i t h o u t  s a c r i f i c i n g  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  g o o d s  o r 

inconveniencing customers
vAre you ordering too many of particular items? 
vCan an item be sourced somewhere else at a better price? 
vIs there any eliminating shipping and warehousing costs?



qJust adding other products or services to your offerings is not 

diversification

qAt best, it's a waste of time and money

qWorse, it can damage your core business by taking your time 

and money away

qDrop the extras and focus on what you do best that is most 

profitable to recession-proof your business



qIf your business is going to prosper in tough times, 

qYou need to continue to expand your customer/client 

base  and 

qThat means drawing in customers from the competition



qHow can you do this? By offering something more or 

something different than the competition does

qResearch your competition and see what you can offer to 

entice their customers into becoming your customers



qWe've all heard the old adage that a bird in the hand is 

worth two in the bush

qThe bird in the hand is your customer or client and 

qHe or she is an opportunity to make more sales without 

incurring the costs of finding a new customer



qEven better, he or she might be a loyal customer, giving 

you many more sales opportunities

If you want to recession-proof your business, 
you can't afford to ignore the potential 

profits of shifting your sales focus to include 
established customers



qIn lean times, many businesses make the mistake of 

cutting their marketing budget to eliminate it entirely

qBut lean times are exactly the times your business most 

needs marketing

qConsumers are restless and looking to make changes in 

their buying decisions



qYou need to help them find your products and services 

and 

qChoose them rather than others by getting your name 

out there 

So don't quit marketing
In fact, if possible, step up your marketing efforts



qHard times make it harder to borrow and business loans 

are often among the first to disappear

qWith good personal credit, 

qYou’ll stand a much better chance of being able to 

borrow the money needed to keep your business



qTo recession-proof your business, keep tabs on your 

personal credit rating as well as your business one and 

qDo what's necessary to keep your credit ratings in good 

shape



There's absolutely nothing that will 
make business recession-proof

But implementing the above practices 
will ensure your business survives 

tough times and might even be able to 
profit from them





qProduct innovation can tear your profit margins apart, 

especially during a recession

qAs in the case of Lego and car manufacturer examples, 

qConsumers look for longevity and proven durability 

during a recession



qNew product development just can’t deliver enough      

of a promise for consumers to buy with confidence, 

qSo sales continue to slump



qStrategic acquisitions can have a tremendous impact on 

an organization during a downturn

qThe key word here is strategic

qThe larger companies get, the more they rely on strategic 

mergers and acquisitions to grow



qThe key here is to take a proactive stance instead of a 

reactive one

qBe on the lookout for businesses that can push your 

company further, and 

qWhen the timing and pricing are right, acquire them



qSlowing R&D and making strategic acquisitions are 

helpful tactics, 

qBut you can’t afford to ignore what’s happening at the 

core of your business



qOne of the most fundamental steps in ensuring your 

success before, 

qDuring recession is to focus on the 3 ps of business   —
vPeople, 
vPlatforms and 
vProcesses



People: 
Attract prospects, 
gain 
leads and ensure 
that customers 
b e c o m e  l o y a l 
advocates  for 
your brand

Process: 
The strategies 
and Workflows 
t h at  A c t u a l l y 
run the Engine

Platform: 
S o f t w a r e 
systems Social 
channels and 
Other tools to 
c r e a t e 
Efficiencies of 
scale





q Think strategically about how the pandemic is affecting 

your customers, what is keeping them up at night and 

how you can help

vWorried about supply-chain disruptions?

vWorried about how to manage employees in an 

environment where everyone might need to work 

from home?



vWorried about travel restrictions?

vStruggling with general market uncertainty and 

slowdown in demand?

vWondering how to manage their cash flow?

vFacing a shortage of key inventory or supplies driven 

by consumers panic-buying and stocking up?



q Even as more of the country goes into lockdown,  

q Creating opportunit ies to serve your market via 

alternative sales channels



q If coronavirus is cutting down on foot traffic to your retail 

business, 

q Look to expand your e-commerce offerings

q For example, restaurants have seen a decrease in in-store 

customers, so they’re selling takeaway meals instead



q If you’re in B2B sales, 

vThe coronavirus might be an opportunity to make 

some longer-term investments in your business



q If you’re seeing a short-term slowdown, 

vThis is the time to re-evaluate your operations, platforms 

and processes and do some long-term strategic planning

q If you have a few big prospects in the pipeline, 

vNow is a good occasion to put more energy into lead 

management and nurturing of those longer-term 

opportunities



q If you cut back too far today, you might not be positioned to 

capitalize on the post-crisis recovery 

q But, the companies can put some good steps in place today to 

be positioned for bigger success tomorrow

q There are always challenges and crises affecting our 

businesses

q We can adapt and embrace the opportunities and bounce 

back stronger



q The worldwide coronavirus outbreak threatens to disrupt 

operations for companies 

q There’s much you can’t control during uncertain times 

like these, but you can take steps to protect your 

enterprise 

q Following are three expert-recommended strategies to 

consider in helping your business survive the pandemic



q Create a 13-week cash flow forecast, which should be stress-

tested to explore likely scenarios

q Here, you must consider your cash needs looking ahead after 

thoroughly reviewing fixed and variable expenses

q Concurrently, seize every opportunity to maximize cash inflow 

by offering cash reductions to customers and clients who pay 

more quickly



q As costs begin to pile up and losses are evaluated, 

q Businesses must act now to document all impacts and losses 

in a clear and comprehensible manner

q Effective record-keeping can, improve your chances of getting 

reimbursed punctually for business insurance claims and 

receiving assistance 



q First, establish a separate account number or charge code in 

your cost accounting system 

q Second, calculate your company’s operating “baseline”—

q Which means conducting a two- to three-year review to 

compare your business’ performance before and during the 

pandemic



q Be proactive and cal l  each of  your key business 

relationships—customers, suppliers and anyone else 

critical to your company

qAsk how they are doing, let them know that you want to 

work with them to find ways for everyone to make it 

through the current situation and beyond



q This gesture of sincerity and goodwill is sure to be 

appreciated by these individuals

q In addition, "putting yourself in the other person’s shoes” 

and demonstrating empathy and consideration during 

these challenging times



qWhat will it take to navigate this crisis?

qOur answer is a call to act across five stages,

q Leading from the crisis of today to the next normal that 

will emerge after the battle against coronavirus has been 

won: 














